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Abstract. The object of this paper is to establish several theorems by using chains (linked n- iter- 
ations) of transforms yielding results in two dimensional Laplace transform pairs. The results of 
these theorems are applied to obtain Laplace transform pairs which were previously unknown. 
SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION 
The generalization of the well-known Laplace transform 
L [f(x) ; p] "- p/e-PXf(x)d~ 
0 
to two-dimensional Laplace transform is represented as follows: 
co  oo  
F(p.q) = pq / / e-P:c-qY.f(x,y)dxdy. 
o o 
(1.1) 
This form is taken from Ditkin and Prudnikove [14]. The functions F(p, q) and f(z, y) are said 
to be operationally related to each other. Symbolically (1.1) is written as 
F(p,q)~.f(x,y) 
where the symbol ~ is called operational. The object of this paper is to obtain new rules on 
chains involving double Laplace transformation. These rules are used to compute new Laplace 
transform pairs of two dimensions. Consult [1] to [14] for more results and [12], [15] to [18] for 
application of double Laplace transformation. 
THEOREM 1. Let 
SECTION 2. ITERATIVE TRANSFORMS 
FI(p, q) ".&. f(x, y) (2.1) 
F2(v,q) ~ lxs/'Y-1/~FI (1, ~) (2.2) 




Typeset by .A.h~.%TEX 
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where k = 2, 3 . . . .  , n. Then/or n = 2, 3, . . .  we have 
- / 2 , . -~ 2~-~ 
Moreover, if instead of (2.3), we define 
Fs(p,q)= 2x-a/ 'ys/ 'F~ (1  1 ) 
~r 4~ ~ ,4~ 2 (2.5) 
Then for n = 3,4,. . .  we have 
provided that e -ar -~ f ~z , V ) ; h = 1,2,. . . ,  n - 1 are absolutely integrable in the first 
quadrant for some nonnegative numbers a and B, the Laplace transforms of the functions in (a) 
and (b) exist and Re(p) > a, Re(q) >/3. 
PROOF: First we prove (a) by induction. We start with (2.1). 
oo  co  
Fl(p, q) = pq / / e-'S-gt f(s,t)dsd'.  
o o 
Replacing p by I and q by ~, we have 
o o 
Ifwe substitute F1 (1 ~) ~, in (2.2), we get 
F2(p,q) "- 7pq e -~-  
o o o o 
We change the order of integration which is justified by the hypotheses mentioned in the theorem. 
F2(p,q) = ~pq e-P~-g~xl/2y-a/2e-~-~dxdll f(s,t)dsdt 
0 0 \0  0 
= ~pq e-Pxxll2e-"lxdz e-qty-a/2e-#Ydy f(s,t)dsdL 
o o 
Evaluating the inner integrals, we obtain 
o o 
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We make the change of variables V~ = u and v/t = v, then replace p and q by ~ and 4 ~





0 0 0 0 
Making the substitution p = ~ and q = ~, we have 
oo oo ( ) / /- .- . ,  1 = xy -2 e = ~uf(u ,v2)dudv F2 4! 2 , 4y ~ 
0 0 
+ y-2 / / e-l,-~u2 f(u2, v~)dudv. 
0 0 
1 1 Substituting F2 (~"s, 4-"~) in (2.3), we get 
F3(p,q) = ~pq e-PX-qyx-l/2y -312 e " ,uf(u2,v2)dudv dxdy 
0 0 0 0 
+ ~pq e-PX-qux-312y -312 e-'~-~u2f(u 2,v2)dudv dxdy. 
0 0 0 0 
Changing the order of integration on the right hand side , we obtain 
'(if ' / /  Fs(p,q) = ~pq e-~-qY x-ll2y-Sl2 e-~-~ dxdy uf (u 2, v~)dudv 
0 0 \0  0 / 
' / /  + ~pq e-PX-q~x-al~y-Sl~e -~- dxdy u2f(u 2, v~)dudv. 
0 0 \0  0 / 
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If we replace p and q by ~ and ~ respectively and then make the change of variables ~ = x 
and V~ = y, we obtain 
oO oo  
o o 
(pq)' f f.-,'=-.,,.V(.4,f'la.dy +2J J  o o 
Dividing both sides by q and using the fact that 
Pa(p,  q) .'- 0-~g(z, y) + g(0, y) 
where G(p, q) is the Laplace Carson transform of g(x, y), we get 
~f3 (~,  ~)  ~.. 3x3f(x4,Y4)-l- 2xT fx(x4, y4) 
so (a) holds for n = 3. To finish the proof, we assume (a) holds for n = k where k _> 3, i.e., 
(p2 ~)  / ~'-~ 2'-:' (2  '-~ 2 '-~' 
~Fa -~-, ~ 3x 'k - ' - : f /x  ,y )+2x2*-tfr[x ,y ) 
and 
+ 2 k-2 Ox ~Y 'Y )) 
or~ 
oo  oo  
0 0 
- l f  [ 2 ~-1 2 k -~\  is ,t ) 
oo  
o o 
Replacing p by ~ and q by ~, we have 
oo  oO 
Fk 4~'4y  2' e = ,s~k-'-1.f s 2'-' 
0 o 
oo  oo  
+ T~_~(~y )- ~ = , ,e - ' /p  ,t ) d, dt. 
o o 
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Substituting fk ( 1 1 ) :~,s, ~ in (2.4), we obtain 










If we change the order of integration on the right hand side, we get 
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Fk+l(p,q) = 2p_..qq : - ;dz  
0 0 \0  0 
2 k-I 1 - (S2k- l , t2k - l )  dsd  ~ • s - f 
0 0 
/ 21t-, 2h - l \  
• s 2"-' f Is , t ) dsdt .  




+ ~2 -a J J  [ / e-'~-2~s~'-'- h-1/=Y ('~-', t~'-') ~sdt. 
0 0 





+ 2-r-zr f f e-,~-,ers2"-'-,t-,/2y (s2"-',,~'-') a, at 
0 0 
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If we divide both sides by q and making the substitution vf~ = m and v/t = y, we obtain 
= ~,x ,y )dzdy 
o o 
oo  oo  




Fk+l --~, ~ z2k - l f  [ 2k 2k~ 1 a (x2k f  / 2" 2 k 
~" 'Y :+2,-~ 0~ ~ '~ )) 
, k~ ,y )+~x 1~k~ ,y ). 
Hence (a) holds for n - k + 1, and this completes the proof of (a). Part (b) can be proved by 
induction. We substitute for F2 (l~_v, 4-~1 ) in (2.5). 
Fs(p,q) = 2p._.~q e-~-~sf(s2,t2)dsdt dzdy 
7f 
0 0 0 0 
+ -~ e-P~-qYx-al2y -U2 e-~-~s2f(s2,t2)dsdt xdy. 
0 0 0 0 
If we change the order of integration and simplify as we did in part (a), we get 
CO O0 
0 0 
oo  co  
0 0 
which is 
~F , ~. 3xayf(x4, y4) + 2xTyfx(x 4, y4). 
So, (b) holds for n - 3. To finish the proof of part (b), we shall assume (b) holds for n - k and 
show that it holds for n = k + 1. We omit the rest of the proof since it is similar to the proof 
of (a). II 
~,OROLLARY. Let 
Fl(p,q)~./(x,y) 
q)_ 1:,2,-1,2F1 (11 ) (28  
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Then (p2 "~F2 k" ~, "~ ) ~ 3zf(z2,y 2) + 2zs fx(z 2, y2) (2.9) 
provided that e-a~-Ou f(z, y) be absolutely integrable in the first quadrant for some nonnegative 
numbers a and ~, Laplace transform of the partial derivative fx(z, y) exists and Re(p) > a, 
Re(q) > ~. 
PROOF: We start with (2.6) and multiply both sides by ~,  to get 
and then 
or  
THEOREM 2. Let 
where k = 3,4,...,n. 
co oo p2 p2 
--F, (-~, = pq / / e-P'-"zf(z',y')dzdy 
0 0 
oo oo  
0 0 
q 7" - ~f(x2 ~2) + 
P~F (~,  ~. 3zf(z2,y2) + 2zafz(z~,y2). | 
F~(p, q) - f (~,  ~) 
F2(p,q) ~ Iza/2yl/2F1(1, 1) 
F3(P'q) :~" lx-3/2y-1/'F2 ( 4; 2' 4y'1) 
F,+l (P, q) ~ ~(zY)1/2 Fk ( 412 , ~-~2 ) 
Then for n = 3, 4,... we have 
2 n 1 2 n -2  / 2 " -1  2 '~-*~ +2x -y  /.~x ,, ). 
Moreover if instead of (2.12), we define 
F3(p,q) . ~ £x_3/2~1/2F 2 ( i I ) 
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Then for n = 3, 4,..., 
+ 2z2"-lyU"-~-Ifx [ 2,,-~ 2,,-~'~ k~ ,y ) 
provided that e-'~-a~$ (z ~-' 2~-'~ , y ) ; k = 1, 2,. . . ,  n - 1 are absolutely integrable/'or some 
nonnegative numbers ot and ~, the Laplace transforms of the functions in (a) and (b) exist and 
Re(p) > 06 Re(q) > 1~. II 
COROLLARY. Let 
El(p, q) i~ f(x, y) (2.15) 
F2(p,q) @ lz3/2yl/2Fl (1 ,1 )  . (2.16) 
Then 
p2 p2 
-~-F2 ("~-, ~)~3zyf(z ' ,y ' )+2zSyfx(z~,y 2) (2.17) 
provided that,e-ax-¢~ f(x, y) is absolutely integrable in the first quadrant for some nonnegative 
numbers a and /L the Laplace transforms of the functions in (2.I7) exist and Re(p) > a, 
Re(q) > ~. II 
THEOREM ~. Let  
El(p, q) ~ f(x, y) 
F,(p,q) ~: lxs/'y-1/~Fl (1, 1) (2.18) 
Fs(p,q) ~ 2x-a/2"/2F2~r (14~,, 4y 21 ) (2.19) 
F,,(p,q) ~ lzl/2yS/'F,,_l (412, ~, ) (2.20) 
(1 )  
F~k+l(p,q) ~.. xll2y-ll2F~k 4~,4y 2 
where k = 2, 3,. . . ,  n. Then for n = 2, 3,... we .have 
1F2n_lq ~,"4'(P2 -4]q2"~ 3x22"-2-'y---r'--f" 22" 3-2 ~x / 22"-2, y 22"-2) 
"}" 2X z.2~-x - 1 y-""r'-- ~x[ 22~-2 , y 22~-~ ) 
r2, \ T '  T ]  ~" 3z~2" '--ly-----'~----- f 
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[ ~h-z 2k-l~ provided that ea=-#u f ~x , y ) ; k = 1, 2, . . . ,  2n - 1 are absolutely integrable in the first 
quadrant for some nonnegative numbers a and ~, the Laplace transforms of the functions in (a) 
and (b) exist and Re(p) > a, Re(q) > ~. 
Note that (a) and (b) can be written as 
q="F, T '  ~ 3x y • f ~x ,y ) 
+ 2:--~y'"-';'+'./= (:--', ~,--') 
(-i)=-i where n = 3, 4, . . .  and c~, = 2 • 
(2.22) 
THEOREM 4. Let 
F(p,q) ~r ill(X, y) (2.23) 
¼p-~/~ q~/~ /~ ~ /~(,:, y) (2.25) 
where k = 4, 5, . . . ,  n + 1. Then for n = 3, 4, . . .  we have 
- 1 2 8fn x 2 
p2"-2+lq-2"-~ F (p~"-~,q2" ~)~ (2n-2 + l)Yfn (x.~, ~)  + ~x Y'-~'x ('-4' ~)  
provided that e-~'=-au fk(x, y); k = 2, 3, . . . ,  n are absolutely integrable in the first quadrant for 
some nonnegative numbers a and ~, the Laplace transforms of all the above functions exist and 
Re(p) > a, Re(q) > ~. 




To show this, we start with (2.24). 
0 0 
(2.27) 
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4-~-a/2al/2 and then replacing p and q by ~ and ~ respectively, we Multiplying both sides by ~.  . 
get 
Oo oo  
fl(',~/) ~'1/2~/-3/2// -i" i = e :-,y2(s,t)dsdt. 
0 o 
If we substitute fl(X, y) in (2.23), we have 
F(p,q) "-" ~pq e-Pe-q~zll2y -al~ e - , - ,  f2(a,t)dadt dzdy 
0 0 0 0 
= ~pq e-P~-qyzll2y-312e-~-~dzdy h(s,t)dsdL 
0 0 \0  0 
The change in the order of integration is justified by the hypotheses of the theorem. If we 
evaluate the inner integrals, we get 
oo  oo  
F(p, q) ---- 2p-l12q f / (1  + 2Vr~b')t-ll2e-a~ffx-2v~T fa(s,t)dadt. 
0 o 





From (2.25) we have 
0 0 
Multiplying both sides by 7p4 3/2q--1/2 and replacing p and q by ~1 and ~1 respectively results in 
f2 \ 'T '  "T') = , / . ]  
o 0 
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Substituting f2 kT ,  4 ) in (2.28), we get 
F(p~, q2) 
:i( :: ,) 4 -I 2 e_p~_qU(l pz)z_a/2y_i/2 _L_a e " • fa(s, t)ds dzd u =~P q + 
0 0 0 0 
81 
:J(::o ) = 4p-Xq ~ e-PZ-qu(1 +pz)z -a l2y -X l2e-~-~dzdy  fs(s,t)dsdt 0 0 
= ~p q e-P~-qvz-a l2y-a l2e-~-~dzdy fa(s,t)dsdt 
0 0 \0  0 / 
--(:j <, ),. + e -p~-qll zy  -112e- =- • dzdy s, t)dsdt. 
0 0 kO 0 
If we evaluate the inner integrals, we obtain 
co ~ 




We replace p and q by p2 and q2 respectively and then make the change of variables 2x/~ = z 




+ : , :  / / :--,,+.+ (-~,-~),++. 
0 0 
Hence (2.2?) holds for n = 3. Now, we assume (2.27) holds for n = k ~ 3, i.e., 




+ p-~k-%lq 2k-'+1 / / e-PX-'vzyfk ~--~,--~j dzdy, 
0 0 
then we show that it holds for n =/c + 1. To do this we start with (2.26). 
co oo 
0 0 
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Substituting fk ('~, ~)in (2.29), results in 
co co 
F (p2"-I q,k-l) .- 2kp-2k-'q2k-'+l f f (e-pZ-fYx-3/2y-1]2 









If we change the order of integration on the right hand side, we get 
'"-' "-" " "-"'JJlJJ F ~p ,q ) = --~r p-- q- -- e-~-q~x-al2y-:12e-~-~dzd 
o o ko o i 
• f~+:(s, t)dsdt 
+ ~P q e-PX-qV(xy)-V2e-~-~dxdy 
0 0 \0  0 / 
• f~+: (s, t)dsdt. 
If we evaluate the inner integrals, we obtain 
co oo 
,2k--I ~k--l, . 2k--2 ~k--3.1JJ F ~p ,q ,} " -  2 p- q "r~r e-2V~-2~Ts-l/2fk+l(S,t)dsd t 
0 0 
oo oo 
+ ,,-..-.+~,..-.+~ //.-'¢"-'~.+.(..,),.~. 
0 0 
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Hence (2.27) is proved by induction. To finish the proof, we multiply (2.27) by p2"-2+lq -2"-2 
to obtain 
Oo oo  





Og (z, t~(p, q) ~ ~ y) + g(0, y) 
where G(p, q) is the Laplace Carson transform of g(x, y), so 
p2.-=+lq_2,,-a F (p2.-t q2.-x) ~72n_2yfn (Z~,~) 
which is 
1 20A 
_ _ [ z2  y2~ p2" 2+1q-2" 2 F (p~"-',q2"-') .~" (2,-2 .~. 1)yf,, ~ '~, -~)  + 
I 
COROLLARY. Let f(x, y) be absolutely integrable in the first quadrant and 
Re(p, q) > O. If we define 
F(p, q) ~ A (x, y) 
;P3/2q-l/2fl (~,~) @f(x,Y) 
Then 
~F(p2'q')~" 3xf(X--'~'~)+lx3fx<x--'~'~)2 
provided that the Laplace transforms of the functions in (2.32) exist. 
PROOF: If we multiply (2.28) by ~ and recall that q 
pV(p, q) ~ 0~(x, y) + g(0, y) 




THEOREM 5. Let 
F(p, q) ~. fl (~, Y) 
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4 ( ' )  p-S/2q-1/2ft 4~2,412 ' ~.. fs(x,y)  
4 (Pq) - l /2" - l (4~, ,4~2) :~"(z ,Y )  
where k = 4, 5,... ,  n + 1. Then for n = 3, 4 , . . . ,  we have 
_ _ 120fn  
provided that e-a=-l~ f~(z, y), k = 2, 3,..., n are absolutely integrable in the first quadrant for 
some nonnegative numbers a and ~, the Laplace transforms of all the above functions exist and 
Re(p) > ~, l~(q) > ~. ! 
SECTION 3. LAPLACE TRANSFORM PAIRS 
EXAMPLE I: Let 
- ~ --.,v (by) 
whereu+v<2(i+j),largcl<~r(i+j '~ ~)andRe(ck+bt+l)>O;k=l,2;t=l,2,...,i. 
Then 
_ _~, _c~,,j+2 (c  -ci, -c2, (au)) 
F1(p,q)-r ~ "-'u+2,v ~ (by) 
(1 1) in (2.2), we obtain If we substitute F2 ~, 
1 c2+,.c,_½~_.j+~ ( - c l , - c2 ,  (at,)) 
r2(p,q) ~ ;.~ . .-*.+2,~ ~Y (bo) 
so  
= I 
F~ (~,,-r,~ ~ ) in (2.3)ro~ult~ inSubstituting 
,~2(c,+c2)+3 . . 
Fs(p, q) .'--4 " z2~+ ~y2~- 
Ir 2 
• ~+~,~ (b~) 
$0 
¢#4(c1+c~)+4 . . . . . .  
FS(p, q) = ~ ~-~ 'P-~2ct+#:)q -~2c~-t)  
• " -+~,~ \ (pq)2  (b~) 
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where -A*(N, Ncl) is the same as -A(N, Ncl) but -c l  - ½ is replaced by -c l  - ~. Similarly 
we have 
2s(c~+c2)+7 . - . 
F4(p, q) ~ 71.4 Z"e'+'~y 4c'-  ~ 
G,j+s (21%(zY)41-A'(4,4cD, -A(4,4(c2-~)), (a.)) 
"+~ (b~) 
which is 
ol6(ca +¢z)+12 . . . .  
F4(p, q) = " .p-(4c,+ ~)q- (4c3- ½) 
~r 7 
l~-i,J #r16 ( 232C [--A*(8,8CI) , 
Proceeding successively, we get 
F~(p,q)= 
-a (8 ,8 (c2 - I ) ) ,  ( . . ) )  
2 2"- ' (n-2)(c, +¢~)+(n-a)2"- ' +4 
~r2,,_i_ 1 p-2"-2(cx+l)+½q -2"-2c~+½ 
~_i,1+2" /2  (n-2)2"c [ -A* (N ,  Ncl), 
~.+2-~ k ~ [ (bo) 
- -A(N,N(c2- -1+k)) ,  (a,~)) 
where N = 2n-1; n -- 2, 3 , . . . .  Hence (a) gives 
22"- 1(n- I )(el +c~)+ 2"- I (n- 2)+ 2 P- 2"- l (ci +I)+ 1 q- 2"- i c2 
,ff2n-1-1 
,=,,~+2-/2("-1)2"c I -a ' (N,  Nel), _A (N,N (c2 - ~ + ~)), 
"'-"u+2",~ ~, ~ [ (by) 
(-))] 
1 
-cl - ~, -c2, -c2 + ½, (a. ) )  
9p,#+I (~(.~)2--, [ o, 
+ -~"+',~+~ (b~), 
For part (b), we replace F2 ( i  1 ) 4,-"~, 4-~ in (2.5), so 
22(c~ + c2)+3 x 2c~ + ~ y2C2+ ½ 
Fa(p, q) ~. 7r 2 
G. i,j+4 (16c(xy)2 [-cI' • .+4~ (b~) 
24(¢1+c2)+5 . . . . . .  
Fs(p, q) = ¥~ p-t2~'+~)q-t  2~+~) 
hi,j+8 f 28c [--A*(4,4Cl), 
• -~.+8,~ \(pq)2 (b~) 
which is 
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Proceeding successively, we get 
o2"-z(n-2)(c1+c2)+2"-~(an-S) +3 . ~ ~ - ,, 2 . . . .  
Fn(p,q) = ~ p-2 - (c~+1)+~q-2 - (c2+~i)+'~ 
?r2V,-l- 1 
~,j+2" { (2(~-2)~cI-A*(N,Ncl) ,  -A  (N ,N  (c2 - ½)), 
"'-'u+2-.v ~. (pq)2.-2 I (by) 
So (b) gives 
22"-'(n-1)(c'+c~)+2"-2(an-5)-n+3p_2.-~(c~+1)+lq_2,,-,(¢2+~)+l 
~.2n-1--1 
n',#+u" ( 2('-~)2" I--A*(N'Ncl) ' -A(N,N (c2- ½)), 




~" x"-l(¢l+~)-lY2"-'(°~+½)-l [(3 + 2cl)~'i~ (c(xY)"-' l (a") b~) 
2G i'j+l ~c(xy) O, (au) @ u+l,v+l (by), 1 " 
EXAMPLE 2: Let 
i Xa f(x,y)= 
where a>0.  Then we have 
1 
F l (p ,q) -  (p+q)a" 
Substituting F1 (~,~) in  (2.8) yields 
y>x 
y<x 
F2(p, q) ~. 1 za+~y " -½ 
which is 
r (~ + ~) r (. + ½) r(a + 3). q~/~ [ 
~r(2a+ 3) p.+~ ~F1 [ a, F2(p,q) 2a +3 
so (2.9) gives 
(. + 2)(2. + 3)r(2. + 1) 1 [ a, 
22a+1 " p2a+l 2F1 [2a + 3 
(3 + 2a)x ~a+l y > x 
~" 3xy 2a y < x 
a+~;p~q] 
.+ ~ .p2 _q21 p2 J 
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EXAMPL~ ~: Let 
f (~ ,y ) -~ y ~,,,~ c~ (b~) 
whereu+v < 2(i+j),  largcl < ~(i+j '~ ~) andRe(ek+bt+l)  > O; k= 1,2;g= 1,2,. . . , i .  
Then 
( 1_Cl, -c,, (o.)) F~(p, q) = p-~' ,  vu+2, v (by) 
1 1 Substituting F1 ( ; ,  ~') in (2.11), we have 
which is 
I c I --Cl F2(p, q) = 
We substitute F2 (,~_~r, 4-~rl ) in (2.12)to get 
22(c*+¢2)+4 . . 
Fa(p, q) ~. ~r 2 x~¢~+~y +~ 
3 - c~-  ½, (a, , )) .  
" .+4,~ (b~) 
--C2, -c2 - ½, (a,,)) 
SO 
24(¢1+c2)+6 . . . . . .  
Fs(p, q) = ~ 'p-t2~'+'))q -[2~+~) 
,,.-=,_,,.~+4 (' 2% 1--A*(4,4,c,), --A(4,4(c2--1)),(a.) 
"'-'u+4,v k,(pq) 2 [ (by) 
where -A*(N, Nc) was defined in Example 1. Proceeding successively, we get 
22 '~-~ (n-2)(e, +¢2)+2"-a(Zn-S)+4 p_2._ a(e~ +1) + } q_2,_~(¢a+ ½)+ 
F.(p, q) = :r2._,_ I 
) 
,:,.,,.~+~. ('2o-,-2)2% I_A.(N,N~I), _A (N,N (~-  ½ + ~.)), 
" ' .+2",v ~, (pq)2"-" [ (by) 
where N = 2n-1; n = 2, 3, .. . .  Now (a) gives 
22"-~(.- 1)(c~+c2)+2"-2(3.-5)+2 p_~._~(c~+l)+lq_2._~(c2+½) 
,./1.2'~- I -- I 
(a~) ) 
"'-'u+2",v ~, (pq)2.-t (by) 
/ / 
\ 
(by) 1 " 
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( I I ) in (2.14), so For part (b) we substitute F2 4=-~, 
which is 
22(cI+ca)+5 X2¢,+]y2¢2+ ] 
F3(p, q) ~. ~r 2 
Gi~ ,/+4 (16c(zy)2 m -cl, -c1-  3, 
• .+4,~ (b~) 
24(c1+ca)+S . . . . . .  Fa(p, q) = - -  p-t2¢,+~])q-t2¢a+?]) 
7r 3 
( 
• .+4,v \(pq)2 (by) 
Proceeding successively, we get 
Fn (p, q) = 
~_+j+2" f. 2(n-21~c l -A*(N, Ncl), 
" '-'+.+2",v k (Pq) 2"-a (by) 
where N = 2"-1; n = 2,3, . . . .  Now, (b) gives 
--C2~ -c2-½, (..)) 
--A(4,4c2) (at+)). 
22.- l (n-- 2)(cl +ca)+ 2"- l (2n- 5)+4 P-- 2"- ~(¢I "{" 1)+ ~ q- 2"- a(c2+ I)+ 
7r2--I-1 
A(N, Nc2), (a.) ) 
22"-I(n- 1)(el+ca)+2"-1 (2n-s)-n+4 p_2._ I(¢~+i)+1 q_2._ i (c2+1)+i 
71.2"-I-1 
m,,j+2" ( 2(n-1)'c I-A*(N, Ncl), -A(N, Nc2), (a,) ) 
• .-+,.,+2.,,, \ (~)2.- ,  (b~) 
+2--,(°,++)-,y2--,(+a+1)-, [(3 + m+lla~!~ / 2--+ [c(xy) I (""))(b.) 
I 2--, 
. (,+(+Y) (°"))]1 + 
EXAMPLE 4: Let 
where a > 1. Then 
I ~a--1 
f(~'Y) = o 
r~(p,q) = 




(p + q)°" 
(zy)"+½ 
F2(p, q) ~. ~(~ + y)° 
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SO 
F2 (p, q) = 
Hence (2.17) gives 
(. + 2) r (2 . ) .  
22a+1 
F(a+~)r(a+~)F(a+3). 1 F [ a, a.-t-~.p-q] 
7rF(la+3) pa+½ql/22 1 2a+3 ' p " 
1 [ a, a-{.-~ p2--q 2] {.z2a-ly 
pia-lq iF1 Y > z I 
2a+3 ' p'2 'J ~ 0 y<x 
EXAMPLE 5: Let 
f(zy, ) -- zC'yC2Gij, v (czy (at,) 
where u+v < 2(i+j), I argcl < 7r ( i+ j -  ~ - ~) andRe(ck+bt+l) > 0; k = 1,2;t = 1,2,..., i .  
Then 
~" ~ "-'.+2,~ (b~) 
Ifwe substitute F1 (I 1) ~, in (2.18), we obtain 
( [--Cl, --c2, (au)) 1 xeX+~, e2- ½Gi,J+2 cxy F~(V, q) ~.. -- ~ .+2,v (b~) 
SO 
F2(p,q) : L _(c,+~)q_(C,_~)G~4? v N  "Y . , (C~. [ -cl'(bv) 
Substituting F2 (14%.~., 4-'~'1 ) in (2.19)results in
22(c~+e2)+s z2¢~+] 2~2-½ 
F3(p, q) ~.. ~2 Y 
-c~ - ~, -c~, -c~ + ½, (a . ) )  
Gi~,y+4 (16c(xy)2]-Cl, -C l -~ ,  -c2, --C2+ 1, (au))  
' t,+4,v (b.) 
SO 
24(cI +¢*)+4 .- (2el+ ~) a- (2¢2- ½) 
Fs(p ,q )  = ;~ ,~ . 
G~'j+8 ( 28c [--A*(4,4ci), - -A(4,4(c2--~)) ,  
• ~+~,~ \(pq)~ (b~) 
substitute ( '  ' in (2.20) when k -- to Similarly we get ~,4 -~ \ /
("")/" 
28(¢i +c2)+6 . . 
F4(p, q) ~ 7r 4 'X4c1'+'~ Y 4c2"}''~" 
.+s,~ (b~) 
SO 
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F4(p, q) = 2~6(°'~)+~3.f( ~+ ½)q-(4o~+~) 
~.,,~+~ ( 2~ -A*(8,8c~), --A(8,8(c~--~)),  (.~)) 
" ~.+ls,~ \(pq)4 (by) 
Proceeding successively, we get 
2~2._2(~n_3)(c~+c2)+ ~ ~-a (14.-27)- ~(2.-9) 
F2.-I(p,q) - ~r22.,_2_ I 
• p-~""-~(~,+l)+ ½q-~--~(~+~)+ ~ 
~,~+2~.-1 f22""-'(2"-3>cl-A*(N, cl) , -A (N ,N(c2-~+3~)) ,  (a•)) 
• "÷~*-',~ \ ~ (bo) 
222"(-- 1)(¢,+¢2)+ ~-~ (7.- lo)- ~(2.- 11) 
f2,~(p, q) = Ir2~,,_,_ 1
• p-~"-~(~,+l)+ ½q-2~--~(~+ )+ 
.G~_'j+2 ~" /2~)"+'(n-t)c -A*(M, Mc~), -A  (M,M (c2- ~ + ~JI¢)) , (a.) ) 
where M = 2N = 22n-1; n "-2,3, . . . .  Now, (a) and (b) will imply (a') and (b ~) respectively, 
~r~.-~_~ p-~"-~(¢'+~)+lq-~"-~(¢~+~) +~ (a') 
.ai,~+~ --1 /2~"(" - ' )c  [-A*(N, Nc~), -A  (N,N (c~- ~ +-9~)), (a . ) )  
(b.) 
-t'*')g"~'i'J÷l ~C(~y)  O, (au)  
--"~.+1,~+1 (b~), 1 
222"-I(2n-I)(ci+c~)+ ~'~'~- ~ (14n--13)- ~(2n-7) p-22"-'(c~+1)+l q-~2"-'(c2+~;)+} 
,ff 2~. - I _ 1 
~*--~(o,+~)-~2~--,(o~+~)-~ ((3 + 2c~)G~,{. I ~._~ 
(b,) 
+ .+1,v+1 (bu), 1 " 
(b') 





-x  y C,,,,~ cxy  (b~) " 
¼p3/2q-1/2fl (~, ~ ) ,~-¢z,,-c2~i,./+2 (c_ =~ ~ "~+2,~ ~pq 
fl (~ , l )  _ 4p_(C,+,)q_(C,_½)G~j+2 c 
Let z = ~ and y = ~, then 
4 s • • ( --C I , 
/I(~'Y)=-~°'+~¢~-½G~'~++~ o ~  cxY (b~) 
From (2.30) we obtain 
F(p,q) = 4p-(C~+])q-(¢2-½) 
--C2 





• .+4,~ (b~) 
Hence (2.32) gives 
--C2, --C2 -~- 1 
p--2¢l--ln--2¢~f2i~+4 ( (~)2  I--CI' --Cl-- ~' --C2, --C2"~ 1, 
• ~+4,~ (b~) 
(3+2cl)~r 2¢.+~ 2¢~-i; (c(zY) ~ [(a,)'~ 
22e,+2¢2+2 - u,v \ 16 [ ](by) 
~r z2c,+l.,2¢~_.j+ 1 (c(zy)2 [ 0, (a . ) )  





From formula (1) in Example 1.1, we have 
v~ ..,/~ 
7" (¢~+~)~ ~ ~+y"  
O 2 (G(p,q) 
Pq o-~ ~, -~ ) ~'~Yg(~'Y) 
where G(p, q) is the Lapalce Carson transform of g(z, y). In the light of the above, we can write 
3ft. p+q+4~ ~ (zy) a/~ 
s ¢~(v~+v~)  4 ~+Y 
Let us assume 
Then 
f1(x, y) = (xy)3Z2 z+y 
F(p,q)= 3~. p+q+4¢'~ 
S ¢ .~(~+ ~)4. 
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From (2.31) we obtain 
SO 
Hence (2.32) gives 
~rp 
4q(p + q) ~" f(x, Y) 
f (x ,y )= ( O V<x 
y>z.  
6p(p2+q2+4pq) (0 y<z 
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